Abstract. This paper proposes a time-lag model predictive control (MPC) method to solve the problem of communication delay in networked automatic generation control (AGC). The method uses the optimum weighting method to predict delay and the time-lag dynamic state equation of interconnected grid as the MPC prediction model. Then the deviation of predicted output is added to the objective function of rolling optimization in MPC method. The backup suboptimal control command from MPC controller can handle the loss of data packet in networked AGC.
Introduction
The traditional AGC uses dedicated communication links, and it is unnecessary to consider the influence of communication delay upon the traditional AGC system [1] - [3] . The networked AGC based on the wide area information network is used for the secondary frequency regulation and the tie line flow schedule in the smart grid due to its openness, high information sharing level, flexible control, and so on [4] , [5] . However, compared with the traditional AGC systems, where control system components are usually connected dedicated channels, the main problems of the introduction of networked AGC are time-varying communication delay and packet sequence error and loss [1] .
The lost of AGC system stability and its dynamic performance degradation will be caused by the time delay. Using the distributed MPC control to realize the AGC of interconnected network, the results show the AGC with MPC strategies has better dynamic control performance in [6] , whereas it hasn't consider the time delay for the networked AGC. In this paper, the nonlinear and time delay model predictive control method is put forward for the networked AGC system with the uncertain time delay. This control strategy adopts the time delay state equation of AGC system as the prediction model. The optimal weighted method is used to predict the communication delay. Besides, the optimization objective function is improved by increasing the deviation of output predicted value. The proposed method is verified using the dynamic simulation software MATLAB/Simulink.
AGC dynamic model with communication delay
According to the theory of AGC modeling, two-area interconnected power system AGC dynamic model considering communication delay is built, shown in Figure 1 . The secondary frequency regulation is implemented by hydroelectric generator, and each area is equal to one generator set. T gi is the time constant of speed controller, T chi is the time constant of prime mover, R i is the unit difference adjustment coefficient, B i is the difference adjustment coefficient of system, M i is rotary inertia, D i is the damping factor of load, P ti is output power increment of prime mover, X gi is location increment of speed controller, P ci is MPC controlling output variable, P L is increment of load variable, f i is frequency deviation, P t12 is the tie-line exchange power, ACE i is area control error, T 12 is tie-line synchronism index and  i is the time of communication delay from speed controller to actuator. The buffer is configured to store MPC multi-step preceding predictive control command sequence in the signal receiver of power plant to compensate for the wide area network random data packet loss. The communication delay caused by the closed and static local area network, which has distinct impact on networked AGC performance, will randomly fluctuate at a certain slight range. The optimum weighting method, which has the advantages of high accuracy in prediction, less computation and suitability for on-line analysis, is adopted in this paper to achieve the prediction value of communication delay for the online rolling optimization of time lag MPC. It takes predictive error e k as the objective function and gets the weight  j on the basis of minimum and maximum principle. The optimum weighting model can be described as:
Where  k is the delay observations at time k,  j ' is the delay estimates at time j,  j is the weight coefficient of delay observations at the different time.
Then the next delay predictive value  k+1 can be calculated as a weighted sum of delay observations sequence by equation (2) .
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Predictive model
Change the time lag state equation of networked AGC system to the controlled auto-regressive moving average (CARMA) model as follows [7] :
Where y(k) and u(k) stand for the output row vector composed by n (n=5) output quantities and the column vector composed by m (m=2) controlled quantities in AGC state equation at time k. (k) is the white noise
vector. That d=[/T]+1 is the system time lag factor ([/T]
is an integer less than /T),  is the predicted delay of the next signal and T is the sampling time of discrete system.
Rolling optimization
The TBC control mode of AGC system will take the balance of power in the sub-region as example in the paper. The tracking target of all the output quantity is zero. In order to speed up AGC tracking and avoid generator regulation frequently, we improve the output quantity of MPC optimization function to two parts, predictive output errors and output predictive value increment, and increase the weight of predictive output increment to adjust the increment of controlled quantity predictive sequence and decrease unnecessary regulation of the generator. According to the above method, the rolling optimizing objective function can be improved as:
Where k j and λ j are the weight value. The rolling optimization calculates the control increment u to meet the above objective function by embedding an optimization solution in each sampling, and then achieve the MPC optimum control law.
Feedback compensation
Considering the uncertainty of disturbance and nonlinearity of the random time-lag system, after the effect of control action at time k-1, we can get the error vector e(k) by subtracting the predicted output value y(k│k-1) from the actual output value y 0 (k) as:
The initial predicted value at other time can be revised with the error vector e(k), as equations (6) . And the revised vector y(k) will serve as the initial value of rolling optimization in the future time. The initial predicted value should be revised, when the actual output is measured at each sampling time, in order to turn MPC system into the closed-loop feedback system.
Buffer of control sequence
A buffer is installed in the signal receiver of generator actuator unit in order to save the multi-step predictive control command sent from MPC controller. The stored signal is the suboptimal control command when the data packet loses of wide area network in networked AGC. The operating principle is shown in Fig. 2. (1) When receiving new data packet, the buffer will compare the time scale of the new and original data packet. The buffer memory will update the store contents if the time scale of new data packet is later than that of original one, other it will be shown as mis-sequence and be abandoned. (2) The actuator follows the fixed cycle T to scan the control information in buffer. As shown in Fig. 2 , the data packet of buffer will not update if it is lost or in mis-sequence, and the actuator will read the next step predictive command in original data packet as the suboptimal control command. When the network service and data packet update is normal, the actuator will choose the best predictive control command in the corresponding step length of communication delay as input through the time scale comparing. Actuator scans and reads the predicted command of control quantity repeatedly just like this. 
Simulation results
A networked AGC system dynamic model of two area interconnected power system under the TBC control model is constructed as shown in Figure 1 , which uses MPC functional toolbox in MATLAB/Simulink. The time-lag model predictive controller is designed according to the proposed method using the rolling optimizing objective function in equation (4) . And the detail parameters of the model are listed in appendix B.
Set the efficiency factor =0.9, the sampling period T=0.1s, the prediction horizon N=15, the control horizon M=10, k j ＝5 and  j ＝1.
The correctness of the proposed method is verified by the following three cases in the paper, respectively: (1) Case 1 is comparing the step response test of networked AGC system adopting the traditional MPC and time lag MPC in the surrounding of random communication delay; (2) Case 2 is the test in the surrounding of maximum communication delay for investigating the adaptability to the communication delay; (3) Case 3 is the robustness test with the loss of data packet and the change of networked AGC system parameters. Due to space limitation, we just introduce the Case 1.
Case 1:
The random communication delay sequence in Fig. 3 is adopted in case 1. Exerting the step load disturbance that P L1 =0.03p.u. and P L2 =0.01p.u. in area 1 and area 2 when t=0.01s. The proposed method and the traditional MPC method are used for the simulation in order to compare the dynamic response performance of networked AGC. The traditional method is the generalized MPC control method without the communication delay prediction, the time lag prediction model and the modified objective function. The response curves of each area output quantity with different control methods are shown from Fig. 4 to Fig. 7 . Fig. 4 , the frequency response with the proposed method obviously has the lower overshoot and shorter adjustment time of frequency fluctuation in each area. Similarly, ACE of the AGC system with the proposed method has the lower overshoot and shorter adjustment time. In addition, the number of generator adjusting action is also reduced. As shown in Fig. 6 , the tie-line exchange power with the proposed method needs only 8s to recover, while that with the traditional method needs 18s. Besides the overshoot of exchange power with the proposed method is much lower than that with traditional method. 
Traditional MPC Pt12
Proposed MPC Pt12 The dynamic performance of generator unit to the load disturbance with the proposed method has obvious improvement in Fig. 7 . The simulation results show that the proposed method can equip the networked AGC system with excellent dynamic performance under the condition of random communication delay, and hence the proposed method is effective.
Conclusion
Aiming at the problems of communication delay and data packet loss of networked AGC system, this paper proposes a new control method for interconnected power system networked AGC control, which is based on timelag model predictive control to realize the online rolling optimization control and supply the effective prediction compensation control command for communication delay. And the buffer provides the suboptimal control command when the date packet loses.
According to the simulation results of test cases with random communication delay, maximum communication delay and loss of data packet, it is clear that the proposed method can maintain the networked AGC system with excellent dynamic response to the random and severe communication delays conditions. The proposed method has stronger robustness than the traditional MPC method under the operating condition changing of AGC system. Thus, the proposed method is corrective and effective, and has strong adaptability and robustness for the fluctuations of communication delay.
